This paper presents an extremely innovated controller which depends on generating controller gains for the power system to enhance the stability of the system. The controller has more than one option to integrate the required task. Firstly it can be combined with load forecast program which out load duration curve to supply the controller with the predicated loading conditions to make the controller predictive. The second, the controller is adaptive where it based on Fuzzy Logic (FL) algorithm to have all advantages of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in form of Fuzzy Logic (FL). The conventional programming control using optimal controller theory also is considered as stage inside the proposed controller to generate automatically the input-output patterns of fuzzy controller. The controller is applied on single machine system with wide range of machine modeling order and on multi-machine system to show the capability of the controller in enhancing the stability compared with the conventional controller.
Introduction:
Power system stabilizers (PSS) have been widely used to enhance the system dynamic stability [1] - [12] . The basic function of a PSS is to produce an electrical torque component in phase with the rotor speed variation to add damping to the rotor oscillations by controlling its excitation using an auxiliary stabilizing signal. PSS design can be divided into two main procedures: 1) To select the location 2) To determine the parameter settings of all the PSSs.
Many approaches or indices based on open-loop system model have been proposed and successfully used for selecting the optimum PSS gains. Power systems are complex nonlinear systems and often exhibit low-frequency power oscillations due to insufficient damping. Although the high gain, continuously acting automatic voltage regulators help to improve the dynamic limits of power systems, they also introduce negative damping and, consequently, make the system unstable, especially in large, weakly coupled systems. To overcome this problem, a supplementary stabilizing signal is introduced in the excitation system. Power System stabilizers provide this supplementary stabilizing signal and are widely used to suppress the generator electromechanical oscillations and enhance the over all stability of power systems. A conventional PSS (CPSS) is based on the use of a transfer Function designed for a linear model representing the generator at a certain operating point [11] , [12] . CPSS are widely used and have improved the stability of power systems. However, because a CPSS is designed for a particular operating point for which the linearized transfer function model is obtained, it often does not provide satisfactory results over a wide range of operating conditions. Also the new trends of the control systems which based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Fuzzy Logic (FL)…etc have an important role in improving system performance.
Sometimes the controller design tends to replace one of the machine supplementary devices such as AVR and/or PSS with AI controller and the design task is to find the value of the controller parameters which improve the system performance.
In recent years, new artificial intelligence-based approaches have been proposed to design adaptive PSS. These approaches include fuzzy logic (FL) [1] , [4] - [7] , neural networks (NN) ] 3 [ and genetic algorithm (GA) [2] . Fuzzy control appears to be suitable controller due to its low computational burden and ease of implementation using a microcomputer.
Fuzzy logic-based PSS (FLPSS) shows great potential in increasing the damping of generator oscillations, especially when made adaptive. In the proposed controller in this paper, the processing of the controller is different Proceedings of the 6 th ICEENG Conference, 27-29 May, 2008 EE178 -3 from the usual controllers where the eigen values of the system which summarize all model parameters and loading conditions are used as the inputs of fuzzy controller and the output will be the controller gains from the states to Efd which added to system to enhance the stability to act as controller over the system. The controller program can linked with the load forecast program (which out the load duration conditions to make the controller predictive (or online)
System Modeling
• Single-machine Infinite-bus System Consider a system shown in Fig.1 where a synchronous machine is connected to an infinite bus through a transmission line having resistance e R and inductance e X , the magnitude of the rms phase voltage of the infinite bus is ∞ V with angle α w.r.t reference axis.
The model of the system matrix is given as follows, where The state space form of the machine can be represented as Where id the direct-axis armature current, i F the Field current, iq the quadrature-axis armature current, i D the direct-axis damper current, i Q the quadratureaxis damper current, rotor speed deviation, rotor angle. It is shown that when the system is subjected to small impacts, it tends to acquire a new operating state. During the transition between the initial state and the new state the system behavior is oscillatory. The initial state may be considered as a quiescent operating condition for the system. To examine the behavior of the system when it is perturbed such the new and the old equilibrium stated are nearly equal, the system equations are linearized about the quiescent operating condition. Using the linearization theory and considering the state space vector x has an initial states xo at t=to
One can get the model of the system given in fig. (1 
The simplified third order model can be obtained using more assumptions as:
§ Damper windings effect is neglected. § Stator winding resistance is neglected. § Balanced conditions are assumed.
Multi-Machine System
Higher Order Multi-Machine Models can be constructed. Firstly, a complex notation for machine i is defined as follows
Where the q-axis is taken as the phasor reference for each machine, which means that different voltages and currents are expressed in terms of different reference frames. Consider the same system which has n machines and r loads except that the machines not represented in classical model. Since the loads are represented as constant impedance, the system has only n active nodes. Using the network reduction (reduced Y-bus matrix). The equations of the system are expressed in the d-q frame of reference of any machine, it desirable to express the various quantities to common reference frame moving at synchronous speed. Now, one can combine the related equations to write the model of multi-machine system where also there are some algebraic equations which express the
which related to them selves and to the states as described in full details in pervious sections. These algebraic equations also are linkers between the machines to construct the multi-machine model. It is difficult to write the state space equations in normal separated form, so one can combine the equations to get
Where P, Q, R are real constant matrices depending on system parameters and operating conditions. Then one can analyze this form to get 
For example let a study case has a system contains three generators can be modeled with third order model in addition to static exciter states. The state variables of the system are: ( )
The matrix P and Q can be partitioned as 
Where the dimension of P matrix (m x m) where m is no. of the states and algebraic variables. P1 a unit matrix, P3 is a null matrix.
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
The system eigen values is obtained from
The real part of Eigen values gives the damping rate where negative real part represent a damped oscillation and positive real part represent oscillation of increased amplitude and the imaginary of the eigen values gives oscillation frequency . Mode identification is required to relate each eigen value by its related state variable, this is important to figure which state variables contribute largely in the system instability by having the least real part of the system eigen values. Since system eigen values are functions of all control and design parameter, change in any of these parameters affect the system performance, and hence, causes a corresponding change in the eigen value related to it. This is used to identify the modes, by changing a parameter in a certain state equation and notice the change in the system eigen values. One that changed greatly is the one corresponding to this state equation, hence to the state variable of it. Changing the parameters of the differential equations to identify the modes is a simple way but it is suitable for small system, for large systems, mode identification is done by evaluating the participation matrix. Where each raw of the participation matrix represent the state variables where the columns represent the eigen values and how this state participate in the eigen values. Since the system states time domain solution is a linear combination of system modes, so if one mode is unstable then all response of the system under disturbance will be unstable.
PROPOSED CONTROLLER
Fuzzy Logic theory will be used to construct system controller by calculating the suitable gains for any system parameters and operating conditions. The operating conditions and the system parameters can be summarized in the A-matrix where the elements of A-matrix are functions of them, so the eigen values are snap shots of system state and varied with each performance of system, also one scale for system stability is the real part of eigen values where for stable system they all should be in left hand side. Therefore, the inputs of the fuzzy controller will be the eigen values of the present performance of system and the outputs will be the controller gains which will improve the stability of the performance when applied on system. The controller is predictive from loading conditions and system parameters to calculate the controller gains which added to the system to keep the stability of the system, this controller can combined with load forecast program to integrate the task, this shown in Fig. 4 Modeling for Amatrix and Eigen values. The input of the fuzzy controller can be summarized in the following table (1) where the inputs of the fuzzy controller will be the eigen values which will varied according the model order. On other side the outputs of the fuzzy controller can be the controller feed back gains for mechanical modes which affect strongly on system stability, which also summarized in the following table (2) The design of the proposed controller can be redesigned according to the inputs to the controller. Where instead of using all the eign values of the system, one can use the most effective eigen values which can be obtained from participation matrix analysis. The effect of using the effective eigen values only as inputs of the fuzzy controller is the simplicity of the overall design of fuzzy controller where the efforts exerted in selection the numbers and types of membership functions for effective eigen values are less than the efforts exerted in selection the numbers and types of membership functions for all eigen values. Where the main disadvantages of this design, that any one of the artificial intelligence tools as neural networks, fuzzy logic may confused if the amount of data not enough or the data hasn't certain clear classifications where the concept of using all the eigen values need more efforts but doesn't make the fuzzy controller confused where it separate and classes each patterns. So using the whole numbers of the eigen values is necessary for adapting the controller on fuzzy technique not for any complexity or not for certain stability criteria, where both the fuzzy controller gives the same results and the same response.
The numbers and types of inputs doesn't change the outputs response or output gains, they only change the design of the fuzzy controller and the numbers of membership functions and the numbers of rules where the fuzzy algorithm depend on mapping between inputs and outputs to reach the same task, so when we change the inputs, we change the spatial map of the system which mean change the method of show of data to fuzzy program in another mean, the change in the learning method of fuzzy how to get the outputs where it can learn the same information by more than one method.
Fuzzy Controller for 3rd Model
The inputs of fuzzy controller will be the eigen values of the system which summarize all model parameters and loading conditions and the output will be the optimal feed back gains from ( , , Eq') to Efd which added to system to enhance the stability to act as controller over system. Different operating and loading conditions are used in collecting the patterns which used in construct the fuzzy rules, also different model parameter values (as machine resistance, transmission resistance, machine inertia,…) are used to cover wide range to make the fuzzy controller generalized and has the ability to be efficient over wide operating conditions. While designing the fuzzy controller, the membership functions can be chosen according designer view to achieve the required task. Here we will use the Gaussian membership function to represent the input-output patterns because it has more than one advantage where it more smooth in its variations, also more suitable to deal with the non-linear patterns. The numbers of member functions will varied according the variable range and variable range also the clustering of variable values in certain region, also the parameters of each member function is adapted according data. After designing the fuzzy controller, we should test it on seen and unseen data to check the validation of controller. The number of each variable membership function is indicated in table 3 
Fuzzy Controller for 7th Model
The number of each variable membership functions is indicated in table 4 Fig. 8 -a,b Step Response of Speed Deviation for with Vref=10%
Comparison between Conventional and Fuzzy Controllers on 7 th Model
Base case data with p = 2 p.u Fig. 9 -a,b Step Response of Speed Deviation for with Vref=10%
Case Study: Modeling of Multi-Machine System
The study case is 9-bus system. There are three generator and six load buses with system configuration as shown in fig. 10 . Data from IEEE [11] .
Fuzzy Controller on Multi-Machine System
The fuzzy controller is central controller sub-optimal technique where it receive the eigen values of original system which is required to enhance its stability and calculate the controller gains of mechanical states of units. 
Fuzzy Controller based on Participation Analysis
Using the participation analysis to identify the modes which related to each eigen value by its related state variable, this is important to figure which state variables contribute largely in the system instability by having the least real part of the system eigen values. The mode identification can be calculated using participation matrix to know which state variable effects strongly in which eigen value how contribute the system instability. So firstly from the pervious analysis, with the of multi machine system we can get the eigen values of the system as follow 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an effective fuzzy controller which applied on single machine model and multi-machine model and gives an excellently response over wide range of operating conditions comparable with conventional controller which gives unsatisfactory performance in most study cases. The idea of the controller is extremely new not used before where it depends on reduce all modeling parameters and loading conditions in the eigen values of the system instead of using all the parameters as input which leads to very large number of inputs, specially the input-output patterns are automatic generated using conventional programming. The controller can be combined with load forecast program to supply the controller with predicted loading condition to get the suitable controller feed back gains to keep and enhance the stability of the system. The fuzzy controller can be considered as power system stabilizer which improves the stability of the system, and it belongs to adaptive control where the fuzzy controller,
